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Abstract 

 

Synaisthe: An Investigation of Media Integration in Devised 

Performance.  

 

 

 

 

Anne Catherine McMeeking, MFA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Richard M Isackes 

 
Synaisthe is an intermedia dance performance that premiered in March 2011 at 

the University Co-op Presents the Cohen New Works Festival, at the University of Texas 

at Austin.  The context of Synaisthe is two-fold.  In one aspect, the work lives in the 

world of theatrical design, emerging technologies, storytelling practices, and performance 

theory.  In its subject matter, Synaisthe is in conversation with cognitive science, 

neurology, human perception, and the exploration of individual experience.  This event, 

driven by a technology centered devising process, included; dance, a live band, an infra-

red motion tracking floor projection system, manipulation of media through midi-
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instrument control, a walkman converted into a wearable sonic-fabric costume reading 

device, and an audience inclusive dance party.   The creation of Synaisthe came about as 

a result of three major aims.  A design and technology centered devising process, 

immersive interaction, and exploration of non-traditional collaborative structures.  I 

endeavor to create a performance as means of researching the influence of media on 

performance practice.   
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CHAPTER 1: CONFIGURATION 

 
Synaisthe was born out of a desire to investigate the emergence of media rich 

performance in live entertainment.  As a scenic designer my training has focused 

primarily on a physical architecture.  This approach omitted a deep study of the ways in 

which digital media is changing the way we tell stories.  With Synaisthe I endeavored to 

create a performance as means of researching the influence of media on performance 

practice.  Our playwrights craft plays in which the narrative is filmic, where locations 

leap across time and space.  As Steven Strawbridge explains; 

We live in a world of ever increasing visual stimuli and complex imagery.  Many 

new plays are cinematic in nature, leaving the classical unities behind.  They 

demand a visual environment that is totally flexible and capable of instantaneous 

transformation.  The theatre of today requires imagery that goes beyond the 

actuality of the physical world – imagery that is both intimate and expansive, that 

explores the inner state of the mind and emotions (Lampert-Greaux, 16).  

Not only do these plays present the set designer with location challenges, the playwright 

may choose to investigate a non-linear story structure, which oft demands that the setting 

of a play be able to offer flexibilities coupled with at times, the very literal and real.   

Some productions address these spatial demands with the use of projection 

systems, capable of displaying images that offer a picture-window view of a location.   
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From the school auditorium, to Broadway and concerts, projected images are becoming 

common in live events.  With this being the case, how does this change the definition of 

scene design?  And how must the title of Scenic Designer adapt to ensure that work is 

meaningful and appropriate to the changing forms of storytelling?   

The emerging role of Projection Designer is being recognized as a new discipline 

within theatrical design (Salter, 158).  Projection designers are often responsible for 

generating and assembling the imagery, deal with effects and transitions, and coordinate 

the computer systems that operate projections.  What they do not have responsibility for 

is the scenic elements upon which their imagery will play.  This raises the question, how 

does projected imagery interact with the physical elements of the set?  Additionally when 

and how much media is needed?  Finally is there a need for the coupling of these roles 

into the new scenic-projection designer model?   

While researching this topic, there is a wealth of information on systems.   What 

seems to be lacking is a discussion of the artistic practice.  In his book Staging the 

Screen, Greg Giesekam proposes a vocabulary for discussing events that utilize video and 

projected media to better identify distinctions between artistic approaches.  Geisekam 

notes “Apart from its use in discussing computer-related practices, the term ‘multimedia’ 

is often applied indiscriminately to any sort of performance event that employs, film, 

video or CGI alongside live performance.”  In multimedia based theatrical work,  

It may be argued that video is employed in a manner analogous to the way in 

which lighting, set or costumes are used to locate the action and suggest particular 

interpretative approaches to it; video is one of many apparatuses that collectively 
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support performances that are otherwise built around fairly traditional 

understandings of the role of text and the creation of character. 

Intermedia work, Giesekam argues, implies  

more extensive interaction between the performers and various media reshapes 

notions of character and acting, where neither the live material nor the recorded 

material would make much sense without the other, and where often the 

interaction between the media substantially modifies how the respective media 

conventionally function and invites reflection upon their nature and methods 

(Giesekam, 8). 

It should be acknowledged that most performances using media would not fit neatly into 

one or the other of these definitions.  Giesekam sees ‘multimedia’ and ‘intermedia’ as 

two ends of the spectrum of media rich live performance.  The distinction between these 

two terms is helpful when discussing the artistic intentions or process behind the event, 

allowing a more careful typological analysis.   

Synaisthe is my personal leap into the deep-end of creating a performance that 

integrates projected media with traditional theatrical practices.  This production attempts 

to answer the question raised by Narelle Sissons, “How can we actually harness this 

(projections) so that it becomes another character in the production, and it doesn’t 

become a backdrop situation.”  I hope to show that a performance can integrate these 

technologies in devised ways, which do not require excesses of money or training. 
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CHAPTER 2: FRAMING 

 

The context of Synaisthe is two-fold.  In one aspect, the work lives in the world of 

theatrical design, emerging technologies, storytelling practices, and performance theory.  

In its subject matter, Synaisthe is in conversation with cognitive science, neurology, 

human perception, and the exploration of individual experience.   

 Synaisthe began out of a desire to put certain emerging technologies to use in an 

original performance event, with the focus of using the technology as a starting point in 

the devising process.  Not only was technology to serve as a jumping-off point, the 

inclusion of the technical elements gave rise to the need to adapt the rehearsal process to 

include the technical elements early in the process.  Many theatre practitioners that utilize 

projection systems in their work acknowledge that adding complex projections to a show 

late in the rehearsal process, most commonly introducing media in the technical rehearsal 

period, causes a myriad of problems.  Productions are faced with working out the kinks 

of a projection system, computers, and programs, while performers deal with adjusting to 

the demands of performing with media that is often fixed and not easily able to adjust to 

the variability of a live performance.  Operating with the traditional rehearsal processes, 

all of this must happen in a very limited timeframe of only a few hours or days.  

Including technical elements in the rehearsal room would allow for adjustments and 
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alterations to be done to the media with fewer constraints and offering the ability to have 

the performers interact and respond to the technology.  Permitting both the technical 

media elements and performance to grow together in unity.  It is this approach of 

inclusion of the technology in the devising process that Synaisthe adopted.   

 Selection of technical media systems was informed by considerations of cost 

effectiveness and real-time imagery control.  These included an infrared motion tracking 

system for an interactive projected floor, Isadora software for manipulation of media 

through midi-instrument control, and a walkman converted into a wearable audiotape-

reading device.  Additionally new sources of free or “shareware” computer applications 

and programs were discovered in the research process.    

  After initial research it became clear that the subject matter of the piece 

needed to be defined, something that lent itself to both creation of a media rich world 

onstage and provide an interesting spine for the performance.  The topic of synesthesia 

offered both.  Synesthesia is a neurologically-based condition in which stimulation of one 

sensory or cognitive pathway leads to automatic, involuntary experiences in a second 

sensory or cognitive pathway (Cytowic, 2).   Meaning that one sensory input triggers a 

cross association with another sensory system.  Many different forms of synesthesia have 

been identified with many more emerging, the most common of which are grapheme-

color, and colored-sound.  Grapheme-color synesthesia is the association of colors to 

letters and or numbers.  When someone with grapheme-color synesthesia sees the letter 

A, they see not only the black ink that is printed on the page; they also see a specific 
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personally associated color on top of the existing printed color.  Illustration 2.1 shows 

synesthete Carol Steen’s grapheme-color alphabet (Steen, 85).   

 

 

 

Illustration 2.1 Carol Steen’s grapheme-color alphabet 
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In addition to reading about synesthesia, I researched individuals that experience 

synesthesia.  Documentary films were helpful in providing insight to the synesthete’s 

experience, particularly “Exactly Like Breathing” by Andres Cota Hiriart & Alessandra 

Moretti.  I contacted a current researcher in the field of synesthesia, Bryan Alvarez, a 

PhD candidate at the University of California at Berkeley’s Cognition, Brain, and 

Behavior Program.  With Bryan’s assistance I began the process of contacting individuals 

that experience the phenomenon.   

The first individual that Mr. Alvarez suggested I contact, Sean Day, operates a 

website forum for those with synesthesia and researchers.  In conjunction with the 

website, Dr. Day operates an email list service, called the Synesthesia List.  By joining 

this email group, I was able to contact individuals that experience synesthesia directly.  

After sending out an initial introductory email to the group, I was contacted by four 

synesthetes who were interested in sharing their experiences.  These individuals were 

asked to answer a short questionnaire.  These responses were used throughout the 

devising process of the piece and are included in Appendix E. 

Through the devising and research process, Synaisthe took shape.  Discussions 

with choreographer Chell Parkins, lead to the integration of structured dance 

improvisation.  Each movement was approximately five minutes in length and focused on 

one primary sense paired with a synesthetic crossed sense.  The framework of the show, 

echoed the five classifications of sensory perception systems; touch, sight, smell, taste, 

and auditory with five movements.  Along with the five-fold structure of crossed senses, 

each movement integrated a technological element, controlled by or responsive to the 
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performers.  Movement one for example became an exploration of a visual form of 

synesthesia that is triggered by kinetic body movement.  Through this structure, the 

creative team strove to artistically explore an interactive and immersive performance, 

with the aim of offering the audience a glimpse into the synesthetic experience.   
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CHAPTER 3: SYNAISTHE 

 

MOVEMENT 1: KINETIC SIGHT SYNESTHESIA - MOTION TRACKING DANCE. 

 
The piece began with an investigation of a form of synesthesia in which 

movement triggers a visual response.  This fairly rare form, which one in 1,147 

synesthetes experiences was brought to my attention by one of the synesthetes I had 

interviewed, Pamela McKenna (Day).  Pamela experiences a variety of synesthesias, one 

of which is kinetics to color, which she describes below.   

Have you noticed that when driving in a car, objects that are actually standing 

still, appear to be moving? For me, that perceived motion can cause me to see 

colored bands up the sides of telephone poles or running along the tops of 

mountains. An example of an object that is actually moving would be a ceiling 

fan. The color forms rainbow bands between the blades, travels outward and then 

gets thrown off the ends of the blades.  Just this year my husband and myself 

decided to walk across the Golden Gate Bridge for the first time. I found that at 

walking speed the red bridge railing throws off bands of yellow and purple. I can 

induce different bands of color by waving, in front of a neutral background, 

different circles of color. 
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Inspired by Pamela’s experience this first movement would investigate the phenomenon 

of a kinetic body movement, such as waving, producing a colored visualization.  This 

would be achieved by the introduction of projected media, specifically an interactive 

floor projection.  A visualization application called Ripples, created by the Nui group, 

was used to create the projected visual imagery.    A large piece of stretchable projection 

fabric, called Tendo, was attached at four points to the stage floor to create the projection 

surface.  An infrared camera was used to track the movements of the dancers, who wore a 

single infrared LED on one wrist, sending this gesture information to a gesture 

interpretation program called CCV, which then relayed the information to Adobe Flash 

Player, which animated the Ripple imagery.   

 

Illustration 3.1, Performer Brandon Gonzalez triggering the projection effect in 
Movement 1 
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In recent years online communities have explored the conjunction of computer 

science and art.  One example is the Natural User Interface Group, a global research 

community that is focused on the open discovery of natural user interface.  A natural user 

interface is an operating system that has the goal of being inherently “user friendly” or as 

the NUI group states,  

A NUI relies on a user being able to quickly transition from novice to expert. 

While the interface requires learning, that learning is eased through design which 

gives the user the feeling that they are instantly and continuously successful. This 

can be aided by technology, which allows users to carry out relatively natural 

motions, movements or gestures that they quickly discover control the computer 

application or manipulate the on-screen content. A common misunderstanding of 

the "Natural User Interface" is that it is somehow mimicry of nature or that some 

inputs to a computer are somehow more 'natural' than others. In truth, the goal is 

to make the user feel like a natural. (Wikipedia Contributors) 

Stated more simplistically, gesture recognition can be seen as a way for computers to 

begin to understand human body language.  The NUI group collectively created the 

programs Touchlib and Community Core Vision.  Touchlib is a gesture tracking and 

recognition library that is compatible with Windows and functions with applications that 

can be created in many different computer-programming languages (such as Java, Flash, 

Programming, VVVV, C++) it is currently completely free to download and use.  

Community Core Vision (also known as CCV or tbeta) is a slightly newer multi platform 
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version of this style gesture interpretation system, meaning that it is compatible with 

Macintosh, Linux and Windows operating systems.  CCV is also free to download and 

use.  The utilization of human gesture interpretation allows these programs to accept and 

process complex motion sensitive information in real-time, and input that gestural 

information into media visualization applications.  These visualization applications can 

then be projected into the performance space, where they can then respond to the 

movements of performers.    

 For CCV to interpret the gestures made by dancers, a system for capturing their 

motion in real time needed to be devised.  The Nui group’s Multi-Touch Technologies 

Handbook offered basic information on the myriad of techniques being used to create 

multi-touch systems, including information on surfaces and camera systems.  Most multi-

touch systems rely on infrared light sent across a surface to create and detect gestures, 

also referred to as “blobs”.  These blobs are created in traditional multi-touch systems by 

an interruption in the infrared light field, through a finger blocking the infrared signal and 

bouncing the infrared light back at the camera.  Blobs, captured by the camera, are then 

tracked and interpreted by the gesture recognition software.  The Synaisthe project would 

not be able to create a surface for the infrared light to move across that would be large 

enough to support the weight of five adult dancers.  An alternative to this surface based 

approach to multi-touch systems was devised for the performance.   

 A video created by a member of the Nui group, entitled “ Multi Touchless Wall: 

How to” offered the best alternative for creating the interactive floor.  In this video, the 

author demonstrates how to use Touchlib to create an interactive surface that is based on 
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infrared light being emitted by, rather than interrupted by, the user, to create tracking 

blobs.  In other words this system uses an infrared light source that is turned on and off 

by the user to create blobs.  This technique, with a few modifications, was used in 

Synaisthe.   

 The first step of this process was to select a bandwidth of infrared light.  Infrared 

light is not visible to the human eye and is on the upper end of the light spectrum, 

between 700 and 1,000 nanometers (Nui Group, 3).  Many cameras are capable of 

capturing infrared light, but most have infrared blocking filters that keep these light 

wavelengths from interfering with the visible light capture.  The 850nm light bandwidth 

was selected for use in the floor system, due to the availability of existing manufactured 

light emitting diodes and camera filters for purchase.  Infrared leds, which emitted the 

850nm bandwidth, were purchased from the online store Peau Productions, along with a 

camera, lens and filter.   

 The camera that was selected for use in the interactive floor was a Sony Play 

station 3 web camera.  This camera was selected in part from information in reviews by 

Nui group users coupled with its low cost and its compatibility with CCV and the 

Macintosh computer that was controlling the system.  The PS3 camera operates at a 

resolution of 640 by 480 pixels with a frame rate capture of 30 frames per second, and 

was purchased for twenty-four dollars.  The camera’s frame rate and resolution are 

important because they determine the amount of information that can be tracked and sent 

into the computer system.  The higher the resolution and frame rate, the more precise the 

data capture, which means more realistic gesture interpretation.  The PS3 camera can be 
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used with its standard lens and removal of its infrared blocking filter, but for Synaisthe 

slight modifications were made to the camera.   

The camera’s infrared blocking filter was removed and replaced with an 850nm 

bandwidth filter, the same light bandwidth of the leds.  This filter aids in the capture of a 

specific wave of infrared light, reducing the amount of other light captured by the 

camera.  It should be noted that most light sources emit infrared light wavelengths, 

including stage lighting, which is why it became important to use a filter on the camera, 

with the goal of capturing only the dancers movements in the piece.  

 

Illustration 3.2, 850nm bandwidth filter for PS3 Camera 
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Illustration 3.3, Original PS3 lens (top left) and variable-focus lens with mount.  

 

After the infrared filter was successfully inserted into the PS3 camera, a multi-focal lens  

was installed onto the camera.  The multi-focal lens would allow flexibility in the 

camera’s focus, allowing again for higher quality data input.  The lens focus flexibility 

was also important as the exact rigging location for the camera was not determined until 

Synaisthe moved into the performance space.   
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 In order to trigger the gesture tracking software, the 850nm bandwidth leds 

needed to be controlled by the dancers.  This was accomplished by purchasing several 

existing led “pinch” style flashlights.  These flashlights were opened up and their existing 

white leds were extracted and replaced with the infrared leds.  The pinch lights, which 

have on and off control as well as a strobe effect, were attached to elastic bracelets that 

were worn by each dancer on one wrist.   

 

 

Illustration 3.4, Pinch light with infra red led and bracelette. 
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The dancers were then able to walk onto the stage and into the camera’s capturing field, 

triggering the motion tracking software and producing a visual response in the projected 

imagery.   

 The imagery was projected onto the floor by an Epson projector rigged in the 

lighting grid of the performance space.  The projection system used a large mirror to 

bounce the projected image, at a ninety-degree angle, onto the floor of the stage, while 

not disrupting the venue’s lighting angles or speaker locations.  The projector as well as 

the PS3 camera and Mac Book Pro were all housed in the lighting grid, near each other.  

This allowed an operator to have control over the system, in the case of a failure or 

malfunction during a performance.  It also allowed for ease of setting up the 

configuration of the motion-tracking grid that is used by CCV and needs to be configured 

each time the software is used.   
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MOVEMENT 2: SCENT-SHAPE SYNESTHESIA – THE FABRIC LANDSCAPE.  

 
The second movement of the piece focused on a form of Synesthesia documented 

by Dr. Richard Cytowic, in his book The Man Who Tasted Shapes.  In his book, Dr. 

Cytowic discusses the synesthesia experienced by a colleague of his, Michael Watson, 

which inspired his research of synesthesia.  Mr. Watson experienced a type of synesthesia 

that was triggered by his scent and taste sense systems.  When Michael tasted or smelled 

something he would experience a physical sensation of a shape or texture on his hands.  

”With an intense flavor, the feeling sweeps down my arm and into my hand.  I can feel it 

as if I’m actually grasping it.  There is nothing to see, of course, but I have a sense of 

movement.” (Cytowic, Shapes, 66).  

 

Illustration 3.5, Chell Parkins with scented confetti in Movement 2. 
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Movement two needed to not only explore an interpretation of this synesthetic 

experience, it also needed to transition smoothly out of the first movement.  In the second 

movement the performers interacted with the fabric projection surface, controlling and 

utilizing it in a new way.  The second movement began with one dancer remaining on top 

of the large fabric square that was laid out across the stage.  As voiceovers describing 

synesthetic experiences began to play and a music track began, this dancer is approached 

by another performer.  The dancer is given scented papers, which she smells and then 

throws in the air.  In conjunction with this, scented confetti was released above the 

audience.  The improvised dance for this movement was structured around two dancers 

crawling beneath the fabric to create geometry and landscapes for the third, who 

remained atop the fabric, to explore.   

 

Illustration 3.6, Chell Parkins, Brandon Gonzalez and Tom Truss create the fabric 
landscape in Movement 2.  
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The goal of this movement was to create an interpretive exploration of what the 

tactile sense of smell might be like for a synesthete such as Michael Watson.  The 

audience would experienced their sense of smell being evoked by the scented papers 

falling on them throughout the movement, while the dancers bodies acted as a 

representative of a body experiencing scent triggered synesthesia.  The dancer exploring 

the top surface of the fabric and the shapes created by the movement of the dancers 

beneath it, served to act as an individual who is awakening to, and immersing themselves 

in, the synesthetic experience.  The second movement served also as a bridge, bringing 

the audience’s sensory experience into play for the first time in the piece.   
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MOVEMENT 3: SOUND-VISION SYNESTHESIA, PROJECTION FABRIC DANCE.  
 

Colored-sound synesthesia is the association and visualization of colors and or 

patterns to sound.  This type of synesthesia can be triggered by music as well as every-

day sounds such as glasses clinking or the ring of a telephone.  People with this type of 

synesthesia experience a visual response to each specific sound they hear, this vision 

commonly includes an associated color, intensity, as well as pattern or “form constant”.  

Form constants are the four basic patterns of perception identified by Heinrich Klüver 

that are common to synesthesia, hallucinatory drug states, and migraine auras.  These 

form constants consist of “gratings and honeycombs, cobwebs, tunnels and cones, and 

spirals. Variations in color, brightness, movement, symmetry, and replication proved 

finer gradation of the subjective experience.” (Cytowic, Shapes, 125).   
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Illustration 3.7 Examples of Klüver’s form constants.  
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Klüver’s research suggested that there are elementary features that the nervous system is 

hardwired to perceive, and that despite the infinite variety of stimulation, the brain seems 

to be capable of perception in finite ways (Cytowic, 58).  These form constants served as 

a visual framework for the creation of the imagery used in the third movement of 

Synaisthe.     

 With a focus on the synesthetic experience of the visualization of music, the third 

movement was driven by music provided by a live band.  Imagery was created in an 

artistic interpretation of the music, using the inspiration of form constant shapes.  This 

imagery would be projected onto the stage space by three projectors, one front and two at 

side angles.  The fabric projection surface would be removed from floor and transformed 

into an interactive performer manipulated sculpture on which images would be projected.   

 Auroravore is an Austin based four-piece rock band composed of; Peter Brown, 

singer and guitarist, Michael Brown, keyboards and vocals, Marcus Brown, base-guitar, 

and Erik Garvin, drummer.  This band played three songs in the show.   
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Illustration 3.8, Production shot from Movement 3. 

 

The collaborative team agreed that the addition of the live band would lend a more 

energetic and party-like atmosphere to the show.  The music would also allow the 

dancers to work with the energy of live performers as opposed to the fixed audio tracks 

used in the first two pieces.  It should also be noted that the intensity of a live rock band 

in a small theatrical venue enhanced the interplay between projected media, performance 

and spectator.  
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Illustration 3.9, Production shot from Movement 3.  

 In the third movement the band played an original song entitled “Dream Drop”.  

Accompanied by the musicians, the third movement began with the reconfiguration of the 

projection fabric.  The fabric was released from its floor attachment points by the 

dancers, while a black rope was lowered by a crew-member, to the stage floor where it 

was attached to a central rigging point on the fabric.  As the music began, the fabric was 

raised via this central point to a height of approximately fifteen feet.  With this 

configuration, four dancers were able to create movement and geometric shapes by 

grasping the corners of the fabric, to manipulate it and the imagery projected onto its 

surface.   
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Using Adobe Aftereffects with an additional application plug-in, created by Red 

Giant Software called Trapcode Suite, imagery was animated in response to the music.  

Trapcode is a particle generator plug-in, which includes the capability to generate and 

manipulate specific imagery in response to frequencies in an audio track.   

 

Illustration 3.10, Screen shot from Aftereffects animation with Trapcode. 

 

The animation began with the creation of a custom particle, or image, that was inspired 

by a piece of research in which a synesthete is describing their auditory to visual 

synesthesia.  
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“The shapes are not distinct from hearing – they are part of what hearing is.  

The vibraphone, the musical instrument, makes a round shape.  Each note is like a 

little gold ball falling.  That’s what the sound is.  It couldn’t possibly be anything 

else.”  (Cytowic, 78). 

 

Illustration 3.11, Single frame from Dream Drop animation. 

 

The central image of a “little gold ball” was then manipulated to react to the music played 

by Auroroavore.  In addition to the prescribed video composition, an additional layer of 

effects was added to the imagery via Isadora, a media server application.   

 Isadora was used to control the projection of the fixed video imagery throughout 

the performance.  Isadora offers a wide range of video and media control and effects for 

live performance.  For the third movement of Synaisthe, Isadora was used to allow the 
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media and musicians to interface.  Isadora has the capability to work with midi signal, 

which is a form of digital information that can be created by musical instruments.   

 

 

Illustration 3.12, Production shot showing Isadora display & musician’s midi keyboard. 

 

Isadora can then be configured to interpret this midi signal into visual effects.  In the third 

movement of Synaisthe, midi signal generated by Michael Brown’s piano was interpreted 

to control live color modification of the video imagery.   
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Illustration 3.13 Screen shot of Isadora configuration for movement three, showing 
preview images of the midi controlled color-altered projections. 
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MOVEMENT 4: TOUCH-SOUND SYNESTHESIA – SONIC FABRIC DANCE.  
 

Movement four explored of a form of synesthesia in which physical contact 

triggers the auditory sensory system.  After the removal of the projection material from 

the stage, a fifth dancer returned with the audio-reader device attached to her right hand.  

The four remaining dancers created a rough square shape using the distance between their 

bodies, into which the fifth entered.            

 

Illustration 3.14, Performers with audio reader (center) in Movement 4. 
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The audio-reader, which connected to guitarist Peter Brown’s instrument pedals and 

amplifier, was then used to pick up audio signal from patches of Sonic fabric on the 

dancer’s costumes.   By running the audio-reader along the Sonic fabric, a sound track 

was created for the movement.   

The audio-reader is a device created by Eric Gazillo in collaboration with costume 

designer Bich Vu, inspired by the work of artist Alyce Santoro.  The audio-reader has the 

capability of playing sound created by Santoro’s Sonic fabric.  Santoro’s website 

describes Sonic fabric as, 

A beautiful, audible, versatile textile woven from 50% polyester thread and 50% 

audiocassette tape recorded with intricate collages of sound…SONIC FABRIC 

was originally intended for solely for use in installation artworks based on the 

notion, common to both Buddhism and quantum physics, that at the most basic 

level, everything in the universe may consist of little more than vibration. 

 

Illustration 3.15, Detail photograph of Sonic Fabric. 
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 The audio-reader began as a simple modification of a portable cassette player.  

Three Coby CX-49 AM/FM Stereo Cassette players were purchased for experimentation.  

The internal components of the player were removed and attached to a wearable wrist 

brace, with the play-head of the player located externally so it would be able to make 

contact with the sonic fabric patches.  The use of a stereo mini to quarter inch audio 

adaptor allowed the audio-reader signal to be output to the guitarist’s effects unit before 

being amplified.   

 

Illustration 3.16 Audio Reader 
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Running the signal from the audio-reader through the effects unit allowed for a 

connection between the dancers and musician.  The dancers created the base layer of the 

sound through manipulation of physical contact of the audio-reader to body, while 

guitarist Peter Brown’s guitar petals expanded the score creating the improvised sound-

scape. 

 
 

Illustration 3.17 Audio reader as worn, front.  
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Illustration 3. 18, Audio reader as worn, back.  
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MOVEMENT 5: TASTE-PERSONALITY SYNESTHESIA – FLAVOR DANCE & AUDIENCE 
INVITATION.   

 

The fifth and final movement of Synaisthe centered on the experience of a 

sensation of a taste or flavor causing a physical kinetic response.  In the last movement, 

each dancer was given a small piece of food to eat, from which their individual 

movements drew inspiration. 

   

Illustration 3.19, Morgan Eddolls feeds Amanda Oakley in Movement 5. 

 
Again the band would provide the soundtrack for the movement, playing two original 

songs, “Newest Start” and “Fishnet”.   During the first song, each dancer performed a 
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short solo, utilizing the structure of responding to the taste they were experiencing and 

externalizing this through their body movements.  During this movement, abstracted 

imagery of foods were projected onto a rear cyclorama,  These images were manipulated 

by Isadora, using midi signal to synchronize video effects to musical notes played by 

keyboardist Michael Brown.  Towards the end of the first song the dancers all joined 

together, being invited to dance by the offering of another piece of food to taste.  

 

Illustration 3.20 Production shot from movement 5.  

 

As the second song of movement five began, small boxes containing a variety of flavored 

chocolates and candies, were presented to each dancer.  Taking one of theses boxes, the 
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dancers moved into the seating area and isles, with the intention of sharing the experience 

with the audience.  

 

Illustration 3.21 Performers Amanda Oakley & Brandon Gonzalez approaching audience 
with candy.  

 

With the invitation to take a small piece of candy from the performers, individual 

audience members were welcomed into the performance space.  With this interaction, the 

dancers offered the option for the audience to join the performers.  Accompanied by the 

band playing, building in intensity, the line between performer and audience broke down 

as the stage space filled with audience members 
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Illustration  3.22, Audience members begin to join the performers. 

 

The imagery in the final section of movement five was created live each performance, 

utilizing Isadora.  Notes played on the keyboard resulted in a color-changing dance of 

squares across the cyclorama and stage.   
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Illustration 3.23 Screen shot of Isadora configuration for movement five. 

 

The ever-changing colored imagery, synchronized to the live music, resulted in an 

energetic and safe environment for the performers and audience to explore.  The final 

moments of the piece, became an experiment in engaging the viewer’s body and senses 

totally.   Synesthetic crossing of the senses erupted into a celebration, of total immersion 

and participation, creating a cathartic euphoric conclusion to the performance.   
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Illustration 3.24, Production photo from Movement 5.  

 

Illustration 3.25, Production photo of audience dancing in Movement 5.  
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CHAPTER 4: PERCEPTION 

COLLABORATION 

 
The creation of Synaisthe, came about as a result of three major aims.  A design 

and technology centered devising process, immersion, and exploring non-traditional 

collaborative structures.  The team that assembled to produce Synaisthe was a group of 

artists, each with their own discipline, who offered their energy freely to the creative 

process.  Rooted in an academic home of performance as research, the mixture of 

students, professional dancers, musicians, designers and technologists, reached across 

artistic disciplinary borders, allowing for a new creative community to emerge.  This 

community worked with the goal of creating an environment of total collaboration.  

Individuals took on leadership roles for executing various aspects of the production, 

while all were encouraged to offer input on every aspect of the work.  Technical as well 

as creative conversations informed the structure and narrative aspects of the piece.  

Research, music compositions, and rehearsals directly informed the production design 

choices.  Technicians became performers as they spoke the words of synesthete’s, sharing  

personal experiences, to create the voiceover audio.  Performers engaging with technical 

elements in the rehearsal room reshaped the design and execution of all components of 

the production.  The result of this was a performance that was created in an environment 

of creative equality.   

 In any collaboratively created artwork, a certain amount of hierarchy becomes a 

necessity.  With an open process, individual roles were carved out for each collaborator.  
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Keeping the equality of all collaborators creativity in mind, as director, I became the 

manager of the creative team.  In this role, I strove to lead my fellow collaborators by 

offering ideas and research, identifying and assisting in the acquisition of resources, 

scheduling regular devising and production meetings, and establishing a timeline and 

deadlines for all aspects of the production process.  In addition to this, the ultimate 

responsibility for final decisions fell to myself, as director.   

 The choice to work outside the bounds of traditional performance production 

structures and roles grew out of a desire to create a safe environment for expanding my 

own creative process.  Coupled with this was the desire to create the same environment 

for those generous enough to offer their own time and energy to the creation of this 

performance.  Synaisthe was an opportunity for experimentation.  Produced over the 

course of nine months, fueled by the energy and creativity of over twenty individuals, and 

informed by the stories of those who experience synesthesia.  Synaisthe is a commonly 

owned artwork. 
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CHALLENGES 
 

 With the integration of technology at the heart of this piece, a central challenge 

became the process of selecting and mastering the technical elements.  Both designers 

and performers needed to gain a basic knowledge of the workings of the technical 

elements with which they engaged.  Many hours were spent acquiring the knowledge 

necessary to create and execute various aspects of the production.  Fortunately many 

resources are available to aid in this process, many of which were found via research 

conducted through the Internet.  The discovery of online communities, such as the Nui 

group who share the goal of expanding the way in which we engage technology, made 

the inclusion of many of the technical elements of Synaisthe possible.  The attitude of 

freely sharing information and resources is one which all who endeavor to produce 

creative works would be served well by adopting.  It is through this process of shared 

discovery that the greatest strides forward may be made.   

 In addition to the challenge of devoting a large quantity of time to the process of 

learning technical systems, the cost of many of these resources is difficult to overcome.  

Synaisthe, with its final production cost reaching over three-thousand dollars, is by no 

means a big budget production.  It is however the inclusion of many of the technical 

elements that drove the expenditures of the show.  In creating Synaisthe as a festival 

performance, certain production costs were averted.  Expenses such as venue rental, 

costume and scenery shop facility expenses, rehearsal space, lighting, audio and 
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projection system inventories, and performance crew were all seriously offset by 

producing Synaisthe as part of the Cohen New Works Festival.  The actual cost of 

producing this performance outside of the supporting framework of an academic 

institution or festival would be a much higher figure, closer to over ten thousand dollars 

for all necessary elements.  It is important to note however that many of these expenses 

such as the cost of projectors, computers and software should be considered an 

investment in assets for the creation of future technically immersive works.   

Creating Synaisthe within the festival structure gave rise to challenges as well.  

The rehearsal and performance schedule were controlled entirely by the festival, as was 

access to the performance venue, and publicity.  As a festival piece, Synaisthe was 

produced in a shared venue, restricting the creative team in certain aspects.  A repertory 

lighting plot, fixed speaker and projector locations, sixty-minute load-in and strike times 

were all limitations to creating the work.  In addition to this, the technical rehearsal time 

for Synaisthe was extremely limited.  Access for installing and rehearsing the piece in the 

theatre was limited to two, four-hour technical rehearsals.  Load in and sound check of 

the band, projector and infrared systems installation and testing, lighting cue build, 

playback audio level-set, installation of the fabric projection material, performer warm 

up, cue to cue, and technical rehearsal of Synaisthe were all accomplished in this limited 

time.  Leaving little room for errors or technical trouble shooting and refinement.   
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DISCOVERIES 
 

Response to the production was provided directly each performance through 

observing the participation levels of the audience members in the final movement.  As 

well as through conducting a talk back with the audience and informal post show 

conversations.  Response to the performance was generally positive with many audience 

members finding the interaction between production elements and the engagement with 

the audience exciting.  At the fist performance of Synaisthe, over 95 percent of the 

audience joined in during the last movement, creating a spontaneous dance party 

atmosphere.  The inclusion of elements intended to engage the viewers’ sensory systems 

created a personal experience of the work for each audience member.  Some found the 

performers breaking into the seating area to share candy with the audience an entertaining 

experience, while others responded negatively to the intrusion.  Overall the work was 

perceived as a unique production that offered the audience an insight as to what the 

experience of synesthesia might be.  Interestingly several individuals approached me after 

seeing Synaisthe, to share that they believe themselves to be synesthetic.  One viewer told 

me that both she and her daughter experience a synesthetic association of days of the 

week and dates to colors.  This grapheme-color synesthesia was something which she 

was aware of experiencing, but prior to seeing the performance was not aware of a 

language to define this experience, or that there exists a growing research field on this 

phenomenon.  This response is one that I believe represents the success of this 
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production.  Not only had Synaisthe been entertaining and engaging to the viewer, it 

created a space for self-reflection and personal identification to the performance.   
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FUTURE 

 
  Future iterations of the work are in discussion, continuing the process of pushing 

the boundaries between design, performer and spectator.  A major area of exploration 

will be conceptualizing a format of the production for non-theatrical venues such as 

music clubs and bars.  Driven by the desire to further explore the relationships between 

design and interactive technologies, performer, musician and spectator.  Venues that 

primarily serve as settings for music and socializing, present an interesting format for the 

work, with opportunities to engage with a different performance framework and 

architecture.   Placing the work within the bounds of a venue of this kind involves a new 

relationship between performer and viewer, one that would well serve the immersive 

goals of the production.   

 The ways in which the audience is introduced to their own body as a central 

element to the performative experience, will undergo restructuring and further 

exploration.  Further devising of avenues within the work, to offer varying levels of 

engagement for spectators, continues to be a driving force for endeavors.  Exploring the 

ways in which a relationship between performer and viewer builds throughout a 

performance, with the goal of identifying opportunities to expand upon existing 

immersive points of the work.    

In addition to furthering the aspects of audience engagement with the work, future 

iterations of Synaisthe will strive to expand upon the elements of spectacle present in the 

show.   The projection cloth utilized in the first three movements of Synaisthe is an 
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element that offers many opportunities.  Expansion of the exploration of the fabric in the 

first three movements is in consideration.  The fabric could be enlarged and reconfigured 

to allow for the spectator to be enveloped within it, having the dancers move the fabric 

over spectators, so that they are offered even more points of immersion.  Larger or 

additional fabric elements could create opportunities for audience members to participate 

in the manipulation of the fabric in these movements.   

Exploration of furthering engagement with technical elements and computer 

projection systems will be investigated.  Ways in which audience members can engage 

with visual imagery will be explored.  Gesture recognition systems used in Synaisthe 

offer many opportunities for research and expansion.  How might a viewer engage with 

the performance through a relationship built upon media systems present in the piece?  

The creation of new interactive computer animations for future iterations of the work is 

yet another area to be explored.   

Synaisthe is an experiment driven by the goal of collaboratively exploring the 

creation of a performance centered around the interplay of performer and technology.  

This experiment resulted in a thirty-minute immersive dance show with the potential for 

refinement.  The work served in its best form, as a home from which this collective of 

collaborative artists has grown and will to continue to grow.   
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Illustration 4.1, Brandon Gonzales with fabric in Movement 3.  
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Appendix A: CREATIVE TEAM  

Anne McMeeking:  Director, Media Design, Set Design, Computer Systems Design and 

Coordination, Voice Actor   

Chell Parkins:  Choreographer, Contact Improvisation Structuring, Dancer, Voice Actor 

Victoria Goss: Stage Manager 

Jeff Kurihara: Projection Systems  

Eric Gazillo: Audio-Reader System Designer 

Bich Vu: Costume Design 

Victoria Hendrix: Lighting Design 

Michael Howell: Music Composer, Voiceover Sound Design, Voice Actor 

Taylor Kirk: Music Composer, Audio Engineer, Voice Actor 

Bryan Ballew: Assistant to the Director, Crew 

Christen Perez: Production Assistant, Crew, Voice Actor 

Morgan Eddolls: Assistant to Choreographer, Performer 

Dorian Robison: Rigging 

Michael Brown: Musician 

Peter Brown: Musician 

Marcus Brown: Musician 

Erik Garvin: Musician 

Cherimi Steadman: Dancer 

Amanda Oakley: Dancer 

Brandon Gonzalez: Dancer 

Tom Truss: Dancer 

Jason Bolley: Voice Actor 

Bryan Alvarez: Research Consultant 

Ashley Cunningham: Media Design Consultant 

Charlie Otte: Festival Production Faculty Mentor 
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Appendix B: PHOTO DOCUMENTATION OF SYNAISTHE 

All photographs by Anne McMeeking unless noted otherwise.   

 

 

Illustration B.1, Preshow.  Photo credit: David Bjurstrom 
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Illustration B.2, Production shot from Movement 1. 

 

Illustration B.3, Close up of performer Brandon Gonzales in Movement 1.  
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Illustration B.4 Production shot from Movement 2.  
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Illustration B.5, Movement 2. 
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Illustration B.6, Movement 2. 

 

 

Illustration B.7, Movement 2. 
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Illustration B.8, Movement 2.  Photo Credit: David Bjurstrom 
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Illustration B.9, Movement 3.  Photo Credit: David Bjurstrom 
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Illustration B.10, Movement 3. 

 

 

Illustration B.11, Movement 3.  
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Illustration B.12, Movement 3.  
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Illustration B.13, Movement 3. 
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Illustration B.14, Movement 4. 
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Illustration B.15, Movement 4.  
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Illustration B.16, Movement 4.  Photo Credit: David Bjurstrom.  
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Illustration B.17, Movement 4.  Photo Credit: David Bjurstrom. 

 

Illustration B.18, Movement 4.  Photo Credit: David Bjurstrom.  
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Illustration B.19, Movement 5.  
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Illustration B.20, Movement 5.  
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Illustration B.21, Movement 5.  

 

Illustration B.22, Movement 5.  Photo Credit: David Bjurstrom.  
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Illustration B.23, Movement 5.  
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Illustration B.24, Movement 5.   
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Illustration B.25, Movement 5.  

 

Illustration B.26, Movement 5.  
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Illustration B.27, Movement 5.  Photo Credit: David Bjurstrom.  
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Illustration B.28, Movement 5.  

 

Illustration B.29, Movement 5.  
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Illustration B. 30, Movement 5.  Photo Credit: David Bjurstrom 

 

Illustration B.31, Movement 5.  
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Illustration B.32, End of Show.  

 

Illustration B.33, Band post-show.  
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Illustration B.34, Anne McMeeking configuring infrared CCV system pre-show.  Photo 
Credit: Eric Gazillo.   
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Appendix C: VOICEOVER SCRIPT  

 

Synaisthe Voice Over Script 

Preshow 

 

Narrator:  

Synesthesia is a conscious peek at a neural process that happens all the time in everyone.  

What converges in the limbic system…is the highly processed information from the 

sensory receptors about the world, a multisensory evaluation of it.   

 

Synesthesia is a neurologically-based condition in which stimulation of one sensory or 

cognitive pathway leads to automatic, involuntary experiences in a second sensory or 

cognitive pathway.     People who report such experiences are known as synesthetes. 

 

It is the limbic system more than the cortex that reaches it greatest development in 

humans.  It also happens to be most closely associated with those emotional and 

subjective traits we identify with humanity. 

 

Six altered states that bear some similarity to synesthesia and are much more familiar to 

neurology are: (1) LSD-induced synesthesia, (2) photographic memory, (3) sensory 

deprivation, (4) temporal lobe epilepsy, (5) release hallucinations, and (6) direct electrical 

stimulation of brain cortex.    

 

While the cortex contains our model or reality and analyzes what exists outside ourselves, 

it is the limbic brain that determines the salience of that information.  Because of this, it 

is an emotional evaluation, not a reasoned one, that ultimately informs our behavior.  
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Likewise all analogies of the mind to a machine are inadequate because it is emotion, 

much more than reason, that makes us human.  It is the limbic brain, however, that 

decides questions of salience and relevance and so determines how we act on the 

information we have.  It is an emotional calculation, not a logical one, that animates us 

 

What people seek is not the meaning of life but the experience of being alive 

 

Narrator: 

There is more going on in our minds that we can ever consciously know.   

 

Through reason, you may deduce that there is a logic of emotion and accept the 

conclusion that it is the major force that guides your thinking and action.   

 

The fact that synesthesia is known to the smallest fraction of humanity does not mean 

that it is insignificant…I’ve never had such an experience, but I can still marvel at what 

my brain is capable of knowing.  And I have to assume that it is capable of much more 

than what I am familiar with.  I feel drawn to explore the possibility that all people may 

be capable of creating their own spectacular universes.   

 

Announcement:  

Welcome to Synaisthe.  Please take this time to turn off cell phones and other electronic 

devices.  Please be aware that this show uses fragrances and foods which may cause 

allergic reactions.  Be aware of the exits, Performers and your fellow audience members.  

At all times, join us in the experience.   

(repeat all of the above so that we have 30 minutes of preshow audio….) 
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Movement 1:  [Interactive floor, Taylor’s music TR 6] 

 

(The narration should happen over silence) 

 

Narrator:   

1: Synesthesia is involuntary but must be elicited.  Synesthesia is insuppressible.  The 

external stimulus that sets it off is often easily identified, yet not everything will cause a 

synesthetic reaction.   

(Beat: music go) 

 

(Spread the following out over the music track) 

 

Voice 1: 

Synesthesia is the most immediate and direct kind of experience I’ve ever encountered.  

It is sensual and concrete, not some intellectualized concept pregnant with meaning.  It 

emphasizes limbic processes which break through to consciousness.  It’s about feeling 

and being, something more immediate than analyzing what is happening and talking 

about it.    

 

Voice 2:  

In the light the photisms are faded ghosts of themselves.  

 

Voice 5: 

“I most often see sound as colors, with a certain sense of pressure on my skin.  I have 

never met anyone else who saw sound.  I’m not sure that “seeing” is the most accurate 

description.  I am seeing, but not with my eyes, if that makes sense.  I can’t imagine being 

without my colors.   
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Voice 3: 

Dark is not dark, it is thick with color, pattern and movement 

 

Voice 4: 

The colours are seen inside my mind. It's like another transparent layer of meaning seen 

simultaneously. 

 

 

 

 

Movement 2:  [Under the fabric, remixed Auroravore track] 

 

(Narrator over silence) 

Narrator: 

2: Synesthesia is projected.  The parallel sense that is triggered is usually perceived 

outside the body rather than “in the minds eye”.   

 

(Music comes in, spread voiceovers throughout track) 

 

Voice 1: 

I hesitate telling those people who have to see to believe, for how can they see through 

my eyes? 

 

Voice 2: 

At age 5, I asked some of the other kids about their colours for letters and numbers. They 

were outraged. They accused me of "making things up" and threatened to beat me up. I 

went home and asked my older sister. She didn't know what I was talking about so I shut 

up about it. 
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Voice 3: 

I believe it is only now that science and the wider public are coming to an understanding 

of how much perceptual experience differs from person to person. 

 

 

Voice 4: 

I was left thinking that it was something that more people experienced, but it was 

somehow unacceptable to talk about it. I continued to remain quiet about it.  

 

 

Voice 5: 

The oldest criticism I had encountered against synesthesia being “real”, or even a 

phenomenon worthy of scientific attention, was that it was subjective.  That it, it had no 

external manifestations.  It was a condition knowable only through the reports of those 

who claimed to experience it.   

 

 

 

 

Movement 3: [Auroravore plays Dream Drop] 

 

(Narrator over silence) 

 

Narrator:  

3: Synesthetic perceptions are durable, discrete, and generic.  The associations of an 

individual synesthete endure for a lifetime.  
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Voice 3: 

The shapes are not distinct from hearing – they are part of what hearing is.    Each note is 

like a little gold ball falling.  That’s what the sound is.  It couldn’t possibly be anything 

else. 

 

BAND PLAYS 

 

 

 

Movement 4: [Audio fabric section] 

 

(Narration at top over silence) 

 

Narrator: 

4: Synesthesia is memorable.  The parallel sensations are easily and vividly remembered, 

often in preference to the stimulus that triggered them.   

 

(Spread voices over 5 minutes, no music track) 

 

Voice 1: 

Learning about the world is like this- watching and waiting for shapes to reveal 

themselves in the fog of our experience.  

 

Voice 2: 

I still encounter people who are outraged by the idea that perception can differ. They can 

get really angry about it. Maybe this is a frightening idea in some way. 
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Voice 3: 

I realize that others have an inner life that they may or may not be in touch with. I don't 

expect others to act logically at all times. I don't expect others to understand themselves 

at all times. 

 

Voice 4: 

“The subject says that it defies expression, that no adequate report of its content can be 

given in words.  It follows from this that its ‘quality’ must be directly experienced, it 

cannot be imparted or transferred to others.”  

 

Voice 1: 

When we lose these senses, it is almost as if we have forgotten how to breathe.  

 

Voice 3: 

I believe that synesthesia is actually a normal brain function in every one of us, but that 

its workings reach conscious awareness in only a handful…most brain processes operate 

at a level below consciousness.  In synesthesia, a brain process that is normally 

unconscious becomes bared to consciousness so that synesthetes know they are 

synesthetic while the rest of us do not.  

 

Voice 5: 

The solution to the medical mystery of synesthesia has profound implications for all of us 
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Movement 5: [Auroravore plays song tbd, with dancers, food passed out] 

 

(Narration over silence) 

 

Narrator:  

5: Synesthesia is Emotional and noëtic.  Synesthetes have an unshakable conviction that 

what they perceive is real.  Their perceptions are accompanied by a “Eureka” sensation, 

the sense of the light bulb turning on that comes with insight.  

 

 

Black out (voice over at black out) 

All people may be capable of creating their own spectacular universes.   
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Appendix D: Choreographer’s Outline of Show for Dancers, written by 
Chell Parkins.  

Synaisthe 

Section one 

 

Kinesthetic sight 

All dancers are sitting at the edges of the fabric as the audience enters. Tom (Amanda 

when Tom is absent) and Brandon enter the dance space rest. Staying at a low level 

they move towards the center. They are aware of one another and either move at 

opposite tempos and/or create similar movement motifs. After about 1 minute, the 

others slowly enter with the same awareness. All 5 bodies congregate in the center for 

a moment or two. The 5 then pulsate in and out of the center. At lighting cue, each 

body exits to opposite sides leaving either Cherami or Chell in the center. 

 

Section two 

Sculpture scent 

Cherami or Chell(alternating) is in the center. Morgan enters with a bowl of scented 

confetti. Hands it to Ch to smell then toss in the air on the fabric. In that moment, Tom 

(or Amanda when absent) and Brandon crawl under the fabric and slowly move towards 

Ch. They play with both levels and pace. Ch experiences these bodies in a casual way, 

moving slowly throw the sculpted space. Bodies exit under the fabric, leaving Ch in the 

center. Ch exits. All exit to change. 

 

Section three 

Live Band 
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Section four 

Touch sound 

Solo for (Cherami) wearing a glove enters the space. Seeking something with her 

hand. Each other dancer slowly enters to interact with her. At rest she makes contact 

with only one dancer at a time, however, this progresses to where they are all surround 

her, perhaps lifting her as she reaches and touches them. She crumples in the center 

at a lighting cue. While hidden, she removes the glove. 

 

Section five 

Taste personality 

The dancers line up on stage. Morgan enters to feed them. She places food in their 

mouths and walks away. The dancers react to the food. After about a minute, she 

enters with more food. Morgan then mixes through the audience offering food. The 

dancers are free to come to her and take more food either for themselves or to feed 

another dancer or audience member. At the 5 minute mark, at a lighting cue, Morgan 

begin inviting audience members to join the dance. She will also join. Dancers may 

also begin to invite the audience members to dance. This becomes a free jam. We, the 

dancers, are very careful with the audience members bodies! 
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Appendix E: Synesthesia Questionnaire Responses 

Questions For Synesthetes 
 
RESPONDANT A 
 
 1:  Describe the type(s) of synesthesia you experience.  What does your synesthesia 
cause you to experience?  Any specifics or an example that you can explain in detail? 
 
I experience grapheme --> colour synesthesia. When I read or think of words or hear 
someone's name or look at a number or think of a number there is a specific colour that 
accompanies the comprehension. "Anne" is sky blue with green in the middle. 
"McMeeking" is green like lush trees and grass. There are little shots of pink and orange, 
black and a green like the shadows in a stand of pine trees -- so dark it is almost black. 
 
A more rare experience is a feeling of revulsion accompanied by a sensation in the 
fingers of my right hand and mouth that I experience when I look at certain types of 
organic configurations (such as barnacles clinging to rocks). 
 

2:  If your synesthesia causes you to experience something visual, please describe what it 
looks like to you, or how you experience it.  If it evokes a different experience please 
describe that?  Details etc? 

The colours are seen inside my mind. It's like another transparent layer of meaning seen 
simultaneously. 
 
 3:  What is your earliest memory of synesthesia? 
 
Grade One, age 5. 
 
4: At what age did you notice your synesthesia?  At what age did you become aware of 
synesthesia as a “condition”? 
 
In Grade One, at age 5, I asked some of the other kids about their colours for letters and 
numbers. They were outraged. They accused me of "making things up" and threatened to 
beat me up. I went home and asked my older sister. She didn't know what I was talking 
about so I shut up about it. 
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Years later when I was 16, my mother had gone back to university and was taking a 
course in psychology. Synesthesia got a brief mention in one of her texts. On this 
occasion, my boyfriend and I were in the room as she mentioned that she had experienced 
synesthesia when she was a child but claimed it had faded. My boyfriend also 
experienced it on a number of modalities and me too. So 100 per cent of us in that room 
were synesthetes! I was left thinking that it was something that more people experienced, 
but it was somehow unacceptable to talk about it. I continued to remain quiet about it 
until about 2004. 
 
5: Has your synesthesia ever “set you apart” from others (aside from the obvious ways of 
having a different way of perceiving)?  How? 
 
Yes absolutely. I believe it is only now that science and the wider public are coming to an 
understanding of how much perceptual experience differs from person to person. I have 
known this most of my life and have accepted that others may be experiencing the same 
event or literature or music quite differently than I am. I still encounter people who are 
outraged by the idea that perception can differ. They can get really angry about it. Maybe 
this is a frightening idea in some way. 
 
6:  Has your synesthesia ever brought you a feeling of belonging or acceptance? 
 
Only more recently. Thank you Sean Day for the Synesthesia List where I can be part of 
a world wide community of synesthetes and non-synesthetes that accept perceptual 
differences. 
 
6:  Do you think of your synesthesia as a positive or negative thing? 
 
Positive. It is other people who sometimes try to turn it in to something negative. 
 
I believe I may require visual peace and quiet a little bit more than others. I intensely 
dislike shopping malls. The coloured signage and visual stimulation is exhausting and 
sucks the life right out of me. If I have to go there, I visit the map first and plot my route 
to the store I want to visit. I go straight there, buy what I came for, then flee. I totally 
understand men who say they can't stand shopping with their wives. Their wives should 
cut them some slack. 
 
I really prefer to shop in little neighbourhood shops instead. (Fortunately I live in 
downtown Toronto where I can do all my shopping on foot. Each neighbourhood has its 
own high street, so if I am tired of mine, I just go to another neighbourhood.) 
 
7:  In what ways do you think of your synesthesia as positive?  Do you see it as an 
advantage?  Any examples? 
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I think I am more open to other people's differences and more willing to like people who 
are different than me. I realize that others have an inner life that they may or may not be 
in touch with. I don't expect others to act logically at all times. I don't expect others to 
understand themselves at all times. 
I believe understanding these things makes me a better designer because I am fully aware 
that others might read something differently or use a website differently or respond 
differently to a call to action. 
I believe synesthesia may make me a more original thinker; I score well on tests of 
divergent thinking. Perhaps this is because my mind is more interconnected. 
 
8:  In what ways do you think of your synesthesia as negative?  What might be 
troublesome or unpleasant about it?  Examples? 
 
I have to manage how I talk about it with other people. It is sort of like being gay. You 
have to manage how you "come out" to various people. 
Typically I am not "out" at work. On the other hand, I am "out" online. If someone 
googles my name they can find my paintings and know I am a synesthete. I tweet about it 
on Twitter sometimes. 
 
9:  Does your synesthesia effect what you find pleasant or unpleasant? 
 
I don't like the pattern --> tingling fingers/mouth feel thing. The accompanying emotion 
requires self-control. 
 
10: Do you have any favorite things because of the synesthetic association it evokes? 
 
Yes some words are very beautiful. 
 
11:  Do you think your synesthesia has affected any major “life choices” you’ve made? 
 Like what kind of career or hobbies you have?  Where you live etc? 
 
I decided to become a designer when I was only 9 years old because I saw it as a way to 
earn a living while practicing art skills. I wanted art-making to be part of my daily life. I 
didn't want it to stop at the end of childhood. I still don't want art making to stop. 
Turns out being a designer is different than art making, but it is complementary. (That is 
a whole different discussion.) 
 
12:  Any experiences you’d like to share?  Anecdotes? 
 
The individual colours are very beautiful. I have gone to considerable effort to document 
them as accurately as possible in paintings. I made the paintings because I wanted to see 
them with my outside eyes and to be able to show them to other people. "Look at this 
beautiful colour!". 
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Here is the wierd thing though, is sometimes the colours really clash. Some words or 
paragraphs are a cacophony of colours that ought not to be seen together. 
When I finished my paintings, I had to have a friend help me hang them. Normally when 
an artist creates a whole show of works, it hangs together harmoniously. My work is 
more difficult because many of the colours just don't "go". This mirrors what it is like to 
live with this palette every day in my internal life. 
 
 
RESPONDANT B 
 
1:  Describe the type(s) of synesthesia you experience.  What does your synesthesia cause 
you to experience?  Any specifics or an example that you can explain in detail? 
  
 I have General Sound to Color,Music to Color, Touch to Color, Temperature to Color, 
Pain to Color, Kinetics to Color and I just found out I have Taste to Color and Odors to 
Color. All my synesthesias except Kinetics to Color are stronger in the dark or with my 
eyes closed. In the light the photisms are faded ghosts of themselves. The photisms are 
composed of color, lines, pattern and movement.  Occasionally the pattern is static or the 
photism can be a 3-D object (Oboe music forms a 3-lobed 3-D shape). Violin or fiddle 
music are wispy, grey forms - different forms for different pieces of music. 
  
The Kinetics to Color synesthesia requires light. The brighter the light, the stronger the 
color, which is transparent (you can see the background through it). A neutral 
background makes it easier to see. The object or myself has to be going the right speed in 
order to see the color. Have you noticed that when driving in a car, objects that are 
actually standing still, appear to be moving? For me, that perceived motion can cause me 
to see colored bands up the sides of telephone poles or running along the tops of 
mountains. An example of a object that is actually moving would be a ceiling fan. The 
color forms rainbow bands between the blades, travels outward and then gets thrown off 
the ends of the blades. Just this year my husband and myself decided to walk across the 
Golden Gate bridge for the first time. I found that at walking speed the red bridge railing 
throws off bands of yellow and purple. I can induce different bands of color by waving, 
in front of a neutral background, different circles of color on a wand. 
  
2:  If your synesthesia causes you to experience something visual, please describe what it 
looks like to you, or how you experience it.  If it evokes a different experience please 
describe that?  Details etc? 
  
   Our old telephone ringing would form a strong black and white checkerboard pattern 
that on the right side would skew down into a spiral. If I heard this in the dark and it 
startled me, this pattern filled my vision and was all I could see for a couple of seconds. 
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The taste and smell of honey are similar but still different. Different honeys (orange vs 
clover) have slightly different photisms. These are now in my Synesthesia Notebook 
Album that you have a link to. Lime is glinting silver blue clouds conforming to a spiral. 
Salt is bright green blobs of color conforming to a spiral. One unknown sound at night 
formed 3 entwined black and white worms. An other unknown sound formed a pile of 
limp lavender french fries. The sound of my in-law's RV heater looked like a yellow 
pyramid with black and white steps up all corners. 
  
3:  What is your earliest memory of synesthesia? 
   
 I remember telling my mother that somethings that move had extra color when i was 
little and she gave me the "wow, that's weird" look. 
  
4: At what age did you notice your synesthesia?  At what age did you become aware of 
synesthesia as a “condition”?  
  
I noticed the photisms but thought that all people saw things that way. I didn't know until 
last year at age 50 that I was different and that it was synesthesia. 
  
5: Has your synesthesia ever “set you apart” from others (aside from the obvious ways of 
having a different way of perceiving)?  How? 
  
I hesitate telling those people who have to see to believe, for how can they see through 
my eyes? 
  
6:  Has your synesthesia ever brought you a feeling of belonging or acceptance?  
    
Meeting other people with synesthesia is great because I don't need to explain it, they 
already get it. 
  
6:  Do you think of your synesthesia as a positive or negative thing? 
  
    Positive. I've lived with it so long, it's like another eye. My third eye. 
  
7:  In what ways do you think of your synesthesia as positive?  Do you see it as an 
advantage?  Any examples?  
  
My life is filled with color, pattern, and movement. As an artist I might use those 
examples or I might not. I don't see it as a big advantage, more of a pre-disposition. 
  
8:  In what ways do you think of your synesthesia as negative?  What might be 
troublesome or unpleasant about it? Examples?  
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Dark is not dark, it is thick with color, pattern and movement and can be hard to see 
through. The darker the night, the thicker it is. So while it's dark there is no relief from 
the photisms. Thank God for sleeping. 
  
9:  Does your synesthesia effect what you find pleasant or unpleasant?  
  
A song that I like listening to, is even better if it has good photisms. Unpleasant smells 
(Vicks Vaporub) are more tolerable if they have interesting photisms. I'll listen to my 
husband's snoring for a while so I can see the photism which is like muticolored lightning 
coming toward me from the black background. A hot-flash is fireworks against a white 
background. Pain is easier to handle if I focus on the color which is green.  The brighter 
the green, the stronger the pain. 
  
10: Do you have any favorite things because of the synesthetic association it evokes?  
  
    Some of my music CDs because they have outstanding photisms. 
  
11:  Do you think your synesthesia has affected any major “life choices” you’ve 
made?  Like what kind of career or hobbies you have?  Where you live etc? 
  
    No. The art and poetry spring from many wells and the synesthesia is only one. 
  
  
12:  Any experiences you’d like to share?  Anecdotes?  
  
Because most of my synesthesia is very faint during the daylight, I realized that there was 
a possibility that I could have Taste to Color or Odors to Color synesthesia and not know 
it, because I don't tend to eat in the dark or with my eyes shut.  So I decided to 
experiment with food and odors while wearing a sleep mask. I sketched what I saw for 
each food and smelly item 3 times each. The results are in my synesthesia notebook 
album for which you have the link. I have both synesthesias. 
 
 
 
 
 
RESPONDANT C 
 
1:  Describe the type(s) of synesthesia you experience.  What does your synesthesia cause 
you to experience?  Any specifics or an example that you can explain in detail? 
 
I experience color-grapheme and/or color-phoneme synesthesia, meaning that letters have 
color for me. I'm not sure if it's the phoneme or the grapheme that evokes the color, so 
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that's why I say "and/or." I also have colored days of the week and months of the year, 
and in addition to colors, they also fall in a specific mental pattern. Weeks are somewhat 
linear while months create an upside-down teardrop. I also have "colored rhythms" in 
Irish dance, meaning that certain dances (which are associated with different rhythms) 
have certain colors. For example, slip jigs are pastel colors, jigs are light green and blue, 
hornpipes are brown earthy colors, and reels are bright colors (especially red). 
  
2:  If your synesthesia causes you to experience something visual, please describe what it 
looks like to you, or how you experience it.  If it evokes a different experience please 
describe that?  Details etc? 
 
See above! 
  
3:  What is your earliest memory of synesthesia? 
 
I think I was about 8 years old. My mom and her best friend (Patrician Lynne Duffy, 
author of Blue Cats and Chartreuse Kittens) are both synesthetes, so I grew up being 
asked, "So what color is the letter A?" I think I was about 8 when I finally understood 
that my synesthesia was "different" (my dad is not a synesthete and always made fun of 
us!). 
  
4: At what age did you notice your synesthesia?  At what age did you become aware of 
synesthesia as a “condition”?  
 
See above! 
  
5: Has your synesthesia ever “set you apart” from others (aside from the obvious ways of 
having a different way of perceiving)?  How? 
 
Not really. It does not interfere with my life at all, and no one would know I have it if I 
didn't tell them. 
  
6:  Has your synesthesia ever brought you a feeling of belonging or acceptance?  
 
No, not particularly. 
  
6:  Do you think of your synesthesia as a positive or negative thing? 
 
I think of it as positive. 
  
7:  In what ways do you think of your synesthesia as positive?  Do you see it as an 
advantage?  Any examples?  
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It helps me with my memory (I'm good with phone numbers and dates and people's 
names) and I think it makes me a better dancer. I also think it makes me a good teacher 
(of dance especially) because it helps me see things in metaphor that can be helpful for 
students. 
  
8:  In what ways do you think of your synesthesia as negative?  What might be 
troublesome or unpleasant about it?  Examples?  
 
I don't experience it as negative at all.  
 
9:  Does your synesthesia effect what you find pleasant or unpleasant?  
 
Yes, I think my synesthesia might combine with some obsessive-compulsiveness so that I 
have to do things in certain multiples of 8, for example, because I like the color of certain 
numbers at not others. I also like words or names that have pretty colors. Interestingly, 
even though the hornpipes I mentioned above are "ugly" colors (browns, olive greens, 
etc.) I really like their earthiness, but I also like the pastels of slip jigs. 
  
10: Do you have any favorite things because of the synesthetic association it evokes?  
 
Yes, see above. 
  
11:  Do you think your synesthesia has affected any major “life choices” you’ve 
made?  Like what kind of career or hobbies you have?  Where you live etc?  
 
Synesthesia has affected some major life choices--for example, I majored in cognitive 
science as an undergraduate and I based some of my Master's degree (in Irish dance) 
choreographies on synesthesia, so it has really informed me creatively for a long time. 
But that is mostly the pursuit of the synesthesia from the outside--that is, I wouldn't say 
that I moved somewhere because it evoked prettier colors for me. It's mostly that 
sometimes in my life I have decided to pursue research in synesthesia, or explicitly used 
synesthesia in creative projects. 
  
12:  Any experiences you’d like to share?  Anecdotes?  
 
I got to do some really interesting research on synesthesia for my BA senior thesis. We 
looked at the effects of synesthesia on perceptual grouping by similarity and found some 
really interesting results in some synesthetes. We measured strength and consistency in 
synesthetes and found that there are varying degrees in the strength of synesthesia for 
some. For example, my synesthesia is not that strong or invasive, but some people really 
see colors for letters/numbers projected in front of them (rather than in the mind's eye) 
and their experience is very strong. Interesting stuff! 
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Appendix F: Stage Manager’s Documents 

 

Synaisthe 

Tech Time Table 3/28/11 

Stage Manager: Victoria Goss 

6:00- 7:00 Load in and Systems test 
6:00- 6:10 Fabric/ Rigging (with Dancers) 

6:10- 6:30 Band set up and test 

6: 10- 6:20 Projector test \ 

6:20- 6:30 Channel cbeck (Lights) 

6:30- 6:45 Sound Check 

6:45- 7:00 Audio Check 

7:00- 7:35 NO BAND/AUDIO Key notes speech 
7:00-7:10 Dancers arrive and get in to costume 

7:10- 7:35 Work transitions/cue-to-cue 

8:00- 8:20 Work section 4 

8:25- 9:25 Run show 

9:30 House Opens 

10:00 Show begins 
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Synaisthe 

New Works Festival 2011 

Pre-show list 

Stage Manager: Victoria Goss 

3/28/11 

1. Sweep 

2. Test all systems 

-Band 

-Sound 

-Projector (Jeff) 

-Rigging, Fabric (Christen & Dancers) [15min after call] 

-Infrared 

-Lights, Channel check 

3. Preshow Lights 1 
4. Preshow Projector "credits" 

5. Preshow Audio 
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Narrator voice: Preshow: 

Narrator: 

Synesthesia is a neurologically-based condition in which stimulation of 

one sensory or cognitive pathway leads to automatic, involuntary 

experiences in a second sensory or cognitive pathway. People who 

report such experiences are known as synesthetes. 

Synesthesia is a conscious peek at a neura.l process that happens all the time in  

everyone. What converges in the limbic system .. .is the highly processed  

information from the sensory receptors about the world, a multisensory evaluation  

of it.  

Narrator:  

It is the limbic system more than the cortex. that reaches it greatest development in  

humans. It also happens to be most closely associated with those emotional and  

subjective traits we identify with humanity.  

Narrator:  

Six altered states that bear some similarity to synesthesia and are much more  

familiar to neurology are: (1) LSD-induced synesthesia, (2) photographic memory,  
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(3) sensory deprivation, (4) temporal lobe epilepsy, (5) release hallucinations, and 

(6) direct electrical stimulation of brain cortex. 

Narrator: 

While the cortex contains our model or reality and analyzes what exists outside 

ourselves, it is the limbic brain that determines the salience of that information. 

Because of this, it is an emotional evaluation, not a reasoned one, that ultimately 

informs our behavior. Likewise all analogies of the mind to a machine are 

inadequate because it is emotion, much more than reason, that makes us human. 

It is the limbic brain, however, that decides questions of salience and relevance and 

so determines how we act on the information we have. It is an emotional 

calculation, not a logical one, that animates us 

Narrator: 

what people seek is not the meaning of life but the experience 

of being alive 

Narrator:  

there is more going on in our minds that we can ever consciously know.  

Narrator:  

Through reason, you may deduce that there is a logic ofemotion and accept the 

conclusion that it is the major force that guides your thinking and action. 
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Narrator: 

The fact that synesthesia is known to the smallest fraction of humanity does not 

mean that it is insignificant ..J've never had such an experience, but I can still marvel 

at what my brain is capable of knowing. And I have to assume that it is capable of 

much more than what I am familiar with. I feel drawn to explore the possibility that 

all people may be capable of creating their own spectacular universes. 

(loop all the above so that we have 30min of preshow audio ....) 

TO C' 
1I('1l1- hu.)'i.-t C,O 

L X Q.:A L'0o\J'2,e '/z1 -'} GO 

n AucJ.iO ou+ -) GO 

'?I O$C"\l()IJ O\)'t - ';I 60 

Lx Q 3 LS out] --;. Go . 
\»;f)(CYS entev, Stl-on \'o.'t:lviC-

b)(& '"  
Auo\io 1./'>---7 GO  

'P1 0Jec'.\\o \') 1  

Movement 1: (Interactive floor, Taylor's music TR 6) M\l \1 -\::t-\C y\ \yp 

(The narration should happen over silence) 

Narrator: 
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• 
1: Synesthesia is involuntary but must be elicited. Synesthesia is insuppressible. 

The external stimulus that sets it off is often easily identified, yet not everything will 

•  

cause a synesthetic reaction. 

(Beat: music go) 

(Spread the following out over the music track) 

Voice 1: 

Synesthesia is the most immediate and direct kind of experience I've ever 

encountered. It is sensual and concrete, not some intellectualized concept pregnant 

with meaning. It emphasizes limbic processes which break through to 

consciousness. It's abou1: feeling and being, something more immediate than 

analyzing what is happening and talking about it 

Voice 2:  

In the light the photisms are faded ghoSls of themselves.  

Voice 5: 

"I most often see sound as colors, with a certain sense of pressure on my skin. I have 

never met anyone else who saw sound. I'm not sure that "seeing" is the most 

accurate deSCription. I am seeinD, but not with my eyes, if that makes sense. I can't 

imagine being without my colors. 

• 
Voice 3: 
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Dark is not dark, it is thick with color, pattern and movement 

Voice 4: 

The colours are seen inside my mind. It's like another transparent layer of meaning seen 

simuhaneously: ,A,ucl\o 1 \:C\C\f ou-l:, C\ie\\ s,'i C3 - P!Ci.J
1 

f,1\(,\'3r,..A-\'I'I 

Lx G. 1 [SVlIr-U , V 

" 'I . r""''' se . J /'----'JI <::;0 .P,oJectlon ..k C'-:'I- •• l-'VU F' "Jt"c'CJ" r 

A \10.10 ;). / 

Movement 2: (under the fabric, remixed auroravore Irack)  

(Narralor over silence)  

Narrator:  

2: Synesthesia is projected. The parallel sense that is triggered is usually perceived 

outside the body rather than "in the minds eye". 

(Music comes in, spread voiceovers throughout track)  

Voice 1:  

I hesitate telling those people who have to sec lo believe, for how can Illey sec IJrrough my  

eyes?  

Voice 2:  

, at age 5, I asked some of the other kids about dleir colours for letters and numbers. They  

were outraged. They accused me of 'making things up' and dlreatened to beat me up. I  
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